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CHAPTER I
PHILOSOPHY OF TEACHING
During a 7th grade English Language Arts zoom class in a room of 42 students, my
clinical teacher was lecturing on voice and dialogue. I was to oversee the chat to make sure
students stayed on topic. This lesson on literary voice was important as it was the Monday
before election day in a terribly divided nation, and my clinical teacher was nervous that politics
would come up and that I should be sure to mute anyone if they spoke. “Hey guys. Remember to
stay muted and keep the chat on literary voice,” my teacher said. However, as he was screen
sharing the students started chatting:

Student A: guys. I found something on the sight he showed
Student B: What is it
Student C: ?
Student A:
amazing
absolutely amazing
The right to play with anyone and everyone.The right to be listened to by others in a
nonjudgmental manner.The right to learn and teach.The right to ask any academic question.The
right to be physically and emotionally safe.The right to have your possessions be safe.The right
to be equal, regardless of your status, athletic ability, friendship groups, personal style, gender,
ethnic or socioeconomic background, personal beliefs, or religion.The right to confidentiality: to
have your personal business remain your personal business.The right to be accountable and to
hold others accountable.The right to be part of an intellectual community that embraces
creativity, problem solving, innovation, and academic rigor.
the 6th grade bill of rights
Student D: yeah right, a sixth grader did that
Student B: I could write that.
Student A: powerful, very powerful
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Student E: Feels so heavy
Student C: Where did u find that student A
Teacher's voice: OK guys. I’m turning off the chat. Stay focused guys.
Sitting and observing, I couldn’t help but wonder about the day’s lesson on voice and
who was being muted. I stopped and wondered if having class on a camera is not only the source
of student disengagement and their refusal to participate and submit correctly, but if it's
symptomatic of our refusal to participate and submit correctly. I wondered if the widespread
frustrating teaching context of cameras off and blank submissions was in part making the usual
invisibility of student voicelessness visible. I wondered how often before the pandemic we have
invisibly toggled the mute buttons and overlooked blank submissions for the sake of making it
through the day.
What I didn’t wonder was why the students who chose to turn their camera on had big comfy
couches and golden retrievers in the background. I also didn’t wonder why the students who
were unmuting themselves didn’t have accents. Students who answered questions with refined
appropriateness like “I believe the answer is metaphor.” For the 35 out of 42 cameras off, it
didn’t matter what I wondered about or what I didn’t wonder about. The fact remains that on
every teacher meme or Twitter feed, we are joking about how hard it is to survive while the
students with their cameras off are denied the opportunity to learn from our--and one another’s-models of resilience and denied sanctuary to reside over the mind’s safe harbor that is school.
The fact remains that child abuse reportings are down 51% since the start of the pandemic and
we still think it's okay to mute our democratic country’s children. McCarthy (2020) interviewed
child protection investigator Amanda Neal:
Neal started thinking about the children she hadn’t met.The ones for whom school is a
safe harbor — where they don’t fear being hurt, and where teachers might notice a bruise
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or a head hung low and think to ask if everything is okay at home. Educators are the
leading source of reporting calls to child protective services agencies across the country.
Like doctors and day-care workers, they are mandated to report abuse or neglect if they
suspect it’s happening. But now teachers weren’t seeing those kids, and kids couldn’t
confide in those teachers. (Washington Post)
While teachers are not certified therapists, it is an integral part of our job to listen to them, to
notice them. This means accepting that learning is loud and messy because listening to them and
guiding them to critical thinking skills may serve to be their lifetime’s protection and shield. We
are empowered to protect their minds by the privilege of education endowed by them from our
democracy in any context.
When given the opportunity, we as teachers mute our students to make it through the day.
In practice, muting the children sends the message that we hold belief in the system and value the
timeliness of standardization above our belief in the student’s capability to be accountable or be
an agentic learner producing the standard. For the students with their cameras off and racialized
names, this self-selected absence from exclusive discourses indoctrinates them into silence and
unquestioning to their predominantly individualist middle class teachers. The argument from my
school district is that in times of trauma, learners like the expected and the structure of class and
curriculum supersedes creativity. There's a reason that fine art is created by and from times of
prosperity and financial excess. I find this to be at odds with the capability of students and at
odds with the growth of more historically financially impoverished and marginalized learners, a
largely collectivist student culture of their school contexts, or at least in mine. Collectivist
communities have always survived by and with one another’s support. I would submit that
listening to students is a fine art embedded in the survival of being and learning.
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As both student and teacher I have often felt uncomfortable with the demands of this
estranged standardization of identity that is code-switching which my professionalization
demands. To be more academic, to switch to being more acceptable is to say that the original
code isn’t appropriate or good enough. The person who makes the rules and carries them out
from a different, higher class culture now that I can afford to worry about other things besides
my dinner. Am I one who helps institutionalize and perpetuate invisible rules, boundaries and
acceptable linguistic uses and forms of critical thinking? Bourdieu (2018) states,“Just as money
and things are unequally distributed in society, so are the less visible words, skills and
knowledge that give people advantages” (80). I would argue that this usual convenient
invisibility has now been thrust by absence into our collective submissions from unwilling or
disengaged students.
In the language arts class, the most important essential questions are the ones that pertain
to the student’s voice, not crafting it to be anything other than its purest self with encoded
processes of expression and other processes of decoding others and self. Sometimes that self
lives in a culture that is at odds with it’s classroom environment: “the middle and upper classes
tend to define what is intellectual, logical, linguistically appropriate, academic and organized in a
given setting. Dominant groups then set up systems (e.g., certain types of testing and teaching
practices) for preserving power and limiting the access of non mainstream groups to such
systems” (Zwiers 2014). Navigating the dynamic system of foreign rules and sentence frames
along with standards held accountable only on an individual student level, the rules become just
as abstract as the language in class and the learner becomes the problem, either awkwardly trying
out the rules--which sometimes leads to being punished and embarrassment--and other times
disguising their confusion with mockery and defiant behavior.
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Being away from our constructivist and democratic roots, recent standardized processes
bastardize the original theoretical concept of scaffolding itself, which is the hot bed of best
practice. Namely, Vygotsky’s (1978) seminal work relating Zone of Proximal Development to
scaffolding (as cited in Walqui, 2006) and its proven record of being a better indicator of success
than individual testing is still overlooked in assessment: “Even though alternative assessments in
the form of portfolios or collaborative projects are an accepted practice in many schools, they are
not accorded significance in the debate about school performance and rankings and
accountability measures” (Walqui, 2006, p. 153). In this regard, I hear the word accountability
ringing in my ears, reminding me of the classroom chat from my students publicly demanding
the right to be held accountable for their academic rigor. Yet, we are not listening to them, much
less giving them opportunities for discursive discourse and ownership. Being in a Title I middle
school with a low functional literacy rate, I view my first research question as a first step in
legitimizing and improving my instruction to focus on co-regulatory assessment. Therefore my
first question is: How do I scaffold agentic literacy practices in a voice honoring way?
My second question is also related to the necessary tension between the individual and
the whole, and the dynamic of the teacher as authority of knowledge in the room. In English
language acquisition, discussions on Krashen’s research concerning the affective filter is a strong
component of a student's willingness to guess (and therefore learn) language. In prior years, it
was best practice both theoretically and my own practice to manage the affective filter by
lowering the content pressure on the learner and focusing on meaning making, asking a lot of
low-stakes questions and almost exclusively giving positive feedback to negotiate meaning. I
was focused on sanctuary and not knowledge. In addition, I have tried to minimize my role as
authority for the sake of student authority. Because of my belief that collectivism in the
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classroom lends itself to connectivity through language, eventually enabling us to transcend our
own abilities and adopt others’ capabilities, sometimes I am unclear with directives.
I feel that I have overused and pedagogically over-emphasize the classroom as a safe
harbor and sanctuary and have not used my constructivist lens to extend the harbor to the
deepening of the open water. Beyond low-stakes questioning, my students often look at me
puzzled when I rely on them to take full ownership of the classroom and I want to provide
students the opportunity of extension and depth with appropriate amounts of necessary struggle. I
also have never realized the importance of feedback and that too has come at cost when I
willingly forsake the authority of leading my classroom. Therefore, my second question is to
lend my professional development to be a more efficacious teacher through feedback
accountability.
In teaching minority language students--meaning students with low functioning first
language literacy and ELLs--the post-structural viewpoint where “meaning arises from absence”
(Davis) can work as an equalizer in mixed level, mainstream classrooms. This lets the discourse
level the students possess be both the initiation of inquiry and self-guided efficacy in totality.
Further, peers learn more from operating from their self-selected zone of capability and level
according to behaviorism research as well: “If one member of a dyad undergoes developmental
change, the other is more likely to do so” (Bronfenbrenner, 1979). However, collective grouping
and socio-cultural constructivism has its limitations with both higher-order metacognitive skills
and building independent self-regulatory and efficacious skills on the individual levels. For
example, language minority students are consistently underestimated and go unchallenged
simply because of their perceived knowledge gaps in questioning texts. Recent research indicates
that we challenge students hierarchically: “students in upper tracks were encouraged to read
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‘against’ texts while students in lower tracks were encouraged to read “on” or “with” texts”
(Gritter 2012). Regardless of reading level, it is the students’ right to question authority and
challenge any text. In fact, our current climate demands that students assert their self-efficacy on
curated news streams on every level of their media consumption. While some may say that it is
logical and therefore irrefutable to follow Bloom’s taxonomy, I would argue that Linneaus
created classifications of the natural world not to separate things in tidy boxes, but to show
connections between living things in all of their discursive inherent traits made beautiful by
ordered difference (as cited in Wohlleben, 2015).
ELA class is a direct opportunity to draw out the lived voices of the students, not
indoctrinate a five paragraph essay lecture that denies the life and energy of the subject itself by
virtue of the all-knowledgeable teacher:
To act in front of the students as if the truth only belongs to the teacher is not only
preposterous but false. To think correctly demands profundity and not superficiality in
the comprehension and in interpretation of facts. It presupposes an openness that allows
for the revision of conclusions; it recognizes not only the possibility of making a new
choice or a new evaluation but also the right to do so (Freire, 39).
Where, more appropriately, can students recognize themselves and one anothers’ voices than in a
language arts class? Where more can it be that they are at danger from being left behind and
unheard? Recognizing that the ELA class can either work to reverse or work to enhance as “an
agent of enculturation caught up in the perpetuation of existing social orders. That is, far from
the rhetoric of benevolence and opportunity typically used to describe schooling, formal
education is argued to be wholly complicit in the maintenance of an economically stratified
culture in which the middle class, middle aged, married, white, Christian male is the normal
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person” (Davis, 131). Therefore, my second research question is to professionalize my belief in
student agency and to disambiguate resilience in the form of practical self-assessment strategies
that don’t over-rely on superficial, positive-feedback -techniques. The question is, how can I
be a more efficacious teacher through feedback and assessment as learning strategies?
My final content area teaching question is related to instructional choices that work to build
close reading literacy strategies in the ELA classroom to bridge the gap in school and home
discourses. Working in Adult Basic Education during the first part of my career, I have seen the
many types of students that tend to get left behind by curriculum that privileges literature over
literacy, and the disparate instructional focus is coming more and more into the research, as
Ulucci urges teachers to: “realize literacy as tied to power relations in society, and recognize
literacy educators as political agents capable of developing skills which enable academic
transformation and social change” (Ulluci, 2014, pg. 171). For example, the only difference
between me and my sister in and out of jail is one teacher. One teacher believed my decoding
skills were a little bit out of the normalized code or standard, but responded with thoughtful
facilitative lines of questioning to help me not just connect but belong. Literacy and the
instructional delivery of discourse has the power to be either indoctrination to cyclical status or
healthy education that breaks cycles.
Teaching reading is about teaching physical resiliency as well as internal capacity for
sustained internal dialoguing with a text. Kittle (2011) finds that rich or poor, “We actually like
to think. We are naturally curious, and we look for opportunities to engage in certain types of
thought. But because thinking is so hard, the conditions have to be right for this curiosity to
thrive, or we quit thinking regularly,”. Effortless access is essential to normalizing academic
identity in children who otherwise would not feel they belong. I would like my instruction to not
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be an ideal but a practical bridge from home discourse to school. However, differentiation as a
modality to circumvent and rise above the system of standardization demands that the teacher
knows enough of the rules well enough to break them. At this point, I need to become more
knowledgeable of the rules so I can circumvent them as I develop as a teacher. My third
question is this: How can I become better at teaching explicit literacy instruction through
close reading?
In conclusion, the election of pressing the mute button and opening empty submissions is
not a benign and idiosyncratic byproduct of 2020. Teachers have always been just trying to make
it through the day. I know I have those days--a lot. My point is to not shame teachers or myself.
My point is to call attention to the signals coming from our students that we are not listening to
their needs, and I speculate it's not just because we don’t have faith in them, but we don’t have
faith in ourselves to get the job done with so many competing needs:
Not only must students believe that they can successfully tackle challenging new
activities and skill areas, but so, too must their teachers believe that they can help
students be successful. Here we are talking about teacher self-efficacy. Students who
achieve at high levels are apt to be those whose teachers have confidence that they can
make a genuine difference as they work both individually in their classrooms and
collectively with their colleagues (Ormond , 2011)
During this action research process, it is my umbrella goal to not only get better at scaffolding
agentic literacy and voice-honoring practices for students, but to also build self-efficacy in the
process of becoming a new public school teacher.
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CHAPTER II
LITERATURE REVIEW
Purposes and Objectives for the Literature Review
My purpose in this review of the research was to discover how teachers and researchers
have looked at accessible literacy practices that bridge home and school discourse in historically
and linguistically underrepresented populations in English Language Arts classrooms and how to
build self-efficacy in those classrooms with student monitored assessment as learning practices. I
searched for research on class/privilege assumptions regarding student funds of knowledge,
linguistic repertoires and sociocultural approaches as they are related to various themes such as
deficit perspectives in order to understand the consequences and possibilities of our field’s
dominantly white, L1 English speaking, middle class teachers on the historically
underrepresented people they serve to educate. I also searched for scaffolding and student selfassessment and assessment-as-learning strategic teaching processes because it is not enough to
make a space inclusive and conducive to all student voices, but to challenge and deepen the
student voice as their right to rigorous learning as a trusted facilitator. Additionally, because I
would be studying my own practice and focusing on these ideas in my endorsement area, I
looked for studies that indicated the kinds of instruction that are effective for close reading
strategies in the English Language Arts classroom as a message and means of student selfefficacy, self-regulation and resilience. Further, using close reading through reciprocal teaching
and transactional reading respectfully and fiscally circumvents mandated curriculums at no or
little cost to districts, avoiding the prescriptive and commercialized literacy programs that affect
low-income schools the most.
This literature review addresses my knowledge of these concepts as a foundation for my
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understanding to set goals and grow in my own teaching. I especially looked for research that
described effective strategies for each area and gave examples of how it might work in a
classroom. Application of this research was an essential part in building my own knowledge base
for this project.

Procedures for the Literature Review
I selected literature for this review based on several specific criteria. Research on
accessible literacy practices was included if it contained the following descriptors: language
architecture, linguistic repertoires, class-privilege and sociocultural theory. Searches also
included self-regulation, self-assessment as learning, agentic learning and close reading
strategies. This search yielded 102 relevant articles. In order to narrow my findings and make
them more specific to this research project, I then focused my review efforts on articles that
discussed linguistic repertoires, deficit perspectives and multimodal instruction. From there, I
looked for articles that supported sub-themes that emerged from the major articles in my
literature review. These sub-themes are: 1) Voice-honoring literacy differentiating practices
using student funds of knowledge and linguistic repertoires , 2) Student self-assessment as
process learning and self-efficacy, and 3.) close reading strategies. For these sub-sections, I
initially searched the Jstor ad Google Scholar databases for articles that met the keyword criteria
listed above, along with conducting a search for books in the database of the Hamersly Library at
Western Oregon University in addition to using instructor online text sets and recommendations.
After finding these books and articles, I hand-searched their reference lists as sources to find
additional related articles and books.
In order to integrate the literature review, I developed a coding protocol and
corresponding separation of research into the major themes: linguistic repertoires, agentic and
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resilience learning through student self-assessment and close reading and metacognition
instruction. I read each article to determine how it fit within these broad thematic categories, and
then, through a process of reading and rereading for salient features of each study, I determined
the subheadings in the literature review. My intent was to start with a broad treatment of each
theme and then to systematically reduce broad understandings of building metacognitive
instruction practices for agentic learning to specific understanding of how these themes are
present in research.

Scaffolding Agentic Learning For Minority Language Students
While most day to day teaching incorporates student funds of knowledge procedures for
the purposes of socio-emotional learning checks or for activity engagement and motivation, the
point of learning about students seems to be de-emphasized and generally stops at these activitycentric junctures. Rather, utilizing both meta-cognitive and cultural funds of knowledge for
language minority students in particular and majority students in general is paramount to making
school real and inculcating self-regulation and transferable literacy skills. Thus, providing
meaningful voice-honoring strategies for students long after they leave the classroom where
regardless of the space, they possess the means to navigate it empowered.
Reviewing the literature on scaffolding agency and self-efficacy in the language arts
classroom, the literature points to two main exercisable components in effective teaching. The
first component seems to be the most difficult challenge for classroom teachers to address: Listen
to your students because you have time. Second, privilege their perspective as content rather than
hand-feed them privileged content. These major themes in scaffolding strategies empower at
every stage of the teaching process, but are most critical at the forethought (planning) stage and
feedback stage, allowing for discursive flow predominantly in the middle stages of teaching and
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practice time.
In the first and second framework of building agency through listening, teachers are also
meant to be active co-regulators in structuring guidance through discussing feedback in
particular and general at many instances in class while asking for collaborative criteria and
knowledge-making throughout. Effective teaching in scaffolding agentic learning thus directs
students discursively to meaningful and realistic goals with tools and means to arrive at those
goals. As students provide their own criteria and lend their critical thinking skills to talk about
their own transferable voice between contexts, agentic theories work toward all spaces serving
to work as voice-honoring places growing from teacher faith that students can be agents of their
own learning and work towards mutually made, co-regulated goals.

Research Studies
This research study combined strands of complementary research literature, centered on
three sub-themes. First, I discuss voice-honoring literacy differentiating practices using student
funds of knowledge and linguistic repertoires. Second, I consider research about student selfassessment as process learning and self-efficacy because these practices build internal loci of
control in students while building academic identity. Finally, I looked at research on close
reading strategies in complex texts.

A Review of Voice-Honoring Literacy Practices
Flores’ (2020) article provides language architecture as both a linguistic and cultural
strategic teaching framework in which teachers should operate on the underlying assumption that
students already possess and enact everyday meta-linguistic transfer skills and negotiation
processes that are not at deficit, but are in alignment with CCSS standards. Further, Flores (2020)
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posits that students already navigate complex linguistic and cultural choices (like code
switching) on a daily basis. Adopting the linguistic architecture framework, Flores argues,
combats the reification of dominant dichotomous thinking that focuses on the student as having a
deficit of academic language vs. non-academic language. For example, teachers need to
acknowledge and learn to recognize higher order thinking such as comparing word choice for
different audiences as a lived experience and dexterous voice within the student. In addition to
recognizing transferable linguistic skills in their students, teachers should also build on those
language experiences. Utilizing this framework in the classroom avoids remedial, prescriptive
and raciolinguistic discrimination, as teachers draw from rich student contexts and allows the
students decision making roles as “language architects who are able to manipulate language for
specific purposes.” (Flores, 2019, pg.4)
Identifying how students use language to accomplish tasks in their literacy lives is voice
honoring and potentially has implications for bilingual students and issues concerning
subtractive bilingualism, in which students feel pressured to abandon their first language in order
to attain “success” in the majority language. Explicitly talking about how to use, when to use
and which language to use between contexts and audiences and how those choices achieve
systemic common core standards in the classroom may serve to highlight minority language
funds of knowledge and show students transferable ways to succeed systemically and
interpersonally.
Further challenging the deficit perspective with highlighting the transferable nature of
student linguistic funds of knowledge, D’warte (2014) advises and provides multiple strategic
teaching choices based on acknowledging student linguistic repertoires and students’ transfer
abilities. In this research students are employed as ethnographers and use a range of audio/visual
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and writing tools to identify, write and analyze their language practices and repertoires. Students
are charged to take data about what languages they speak, when they translate, where they
“translate” for adults (ex. texting language) while the teacher is responsible for taking the data
and condensing it into different literacy formats like infographics. Next, when sharing the
informational text data from the class, a socratic discussion is held on what students thought the
data revealed, what surprised them, and what they thought was missing. Producing linguistic
research work with students that indicate and measure multi-modal language experiences in turn
give linguistic dexterity across school and home contexts. Including both teachers and the
students themselves as co-researchers to explicitly explore and define their own and each others’
repertoires of linguistic practice and “qualitative analysis reveals positive influences on
classroom culture, student identity and confidence and a very noticeable shift in teachers
expectations of their students’ abilities”(pg. 5) In this research, the students collected and
analyzed the linguistic, interpretative and translation practices that they do on a daily basis and
were empowered by their own literacy narratives, taking a central role in choosing which data to
question and add discursively. Students being employed as ethnographers using a range of
audio/visual and writing tools to identify, write and analyze their language practices and
repertoires ultimately leads to self efficacy and transfer skills in literacy: “Teachers in the US
involved in this work report that their students’ emerging awareness of their linguistic dexterity
continues to have a powerful influence on achievement, self-efficacy and identity” (pg. 14)?.
Gutiérrez & Rogoff (2003) provides a deepening of the teaching framework on
repertoires of practice-- ways to encourage a multi-modal, multi linguistic approach--- that
emphasizes not just group work for soft skills development, but group work that is interactive
and additive to bilingualism and literacy goals in and of themselves respectively. Gutierrez &
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Rogoff argue that collaboration not just be a resource for activity learning, but be a core
characteristic of the classroom itself to be successful in order to be the tool and goal of literacy
learning. In this study, Gutierrez cites both the process of direct literacy instruction concerning
meta-skills and everyday conventions along with realia and task-centered collaborative
assignments that are less formally academic, but socially discursive and playful to bridge home
and school discourses.
Furthermore, in the literature concerning linguistic repertoires, linguistic learning can be
compounded with other cultural frameworks of understanding by extending the conversation past
language transfer by incorporating parallel knowledge forms between cultures. Martinez and
Mejia (2019) contend that combining linguistic repertoire theory along with the cultural data sets
framework provides students an opportunity to analyze and parallel their own everyday
knowledge and linguistic skills to academic knowledge and linguistic skills. Paralleling the two
helps them transfer and disrupt linguistic and socially prescriptive boundaries, removing the
deficit perception and replacing it with presumed competence and an appreciative stance. By
having students as an ethnographer and rhetorical analyzer of their own voice in code switching
contexts, teachers are giving students both self-efficacy and the academic rigor qualified by the
CCSS. In order to be voice honoring, the authors contend that we spend the appropriate amount
of time getting to know students and their language experiences: “In order to begin to understand
how individuals and communities use language, we need to spend a sustained amount of time
building relationships with them, closely examining their language practices in context, and
eliciting their perspectives on those practices'' (pg. 52).
The article suggests a few curricular and teaching strategies that work to realize this
approach including a unit on translation and interpretation and/or asking questions that assume
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and validate multilingual experiences like: “Have you ever translated or interpreted something
for your parents or siblings?” A few other approaches include leveraging code switching skills,
writing the same argument for two different audiences and finally language mapping. Language
mapping is a process in which students track language over the span of a week to document
places and audiences with language reflection at the end.
A common theme that is at the core of problematic linguistic repertoire and cultural
frameworks was emerging: that listening to students was somehow at odds with the amount of
time teachers are given, and also the standards they felt were somehow diametrically opposed to
the identities of their students. In much of the research, Martinez and Mejia’s (2019) comment
resounded in different syntax: “In order to begin to understand how individuals and communities
use language, we need to spend a sustained amount of time building relationships with them,
closely examining their language practices in context, and eliciting their perspectives on those
practices” (pg. 7). I argue that in this literacy teaching context--which is transferable to all
classrooms-- teachers instead become the observers and students become the enactors of
knowledge.
Eliciting research in the roots of Constructivist theory in which reciprocal teaching has its
roots, Roth and Lee’s dive into cultural historical activity theory in a 2007 article "Vygotsky's
neglected legacy: Cultural-historical activity theory”. Vygotsky’s cultural-historical activity
framework follows its three generations of thought throughout educational practice. Roth and
Lee argue that there is a direct connection between the socio-economic and sociopolitcal classshift and teaching pedagogy that led to content as priority for mass standardized testing, leading
to an achievement gap. “After years of more open constructivist approaches to science and
math, [education] has now moved to impose external (political) control through the rigid
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application of high stakes examination and accountability procedures”(206).
Therefore, to circumvent the achievement gap inculcated by privileging content over
students, the authors argue that educators situate learning in contexts that reduces the gap
between lives inside school and lives outside of school, saying that:
In order to conduct a cultural historical activity, education must acknowledge that
our current system segregates rewarded (through advancement of grades and opportunity)
classroom experiences and behavior and out of classroom lives and experiences and that
the two are separate worlds and realities. (Roth & Lee, 2007, p. 186)
Processes of conducting cultural-historical activities in the classroom to reduce wide gaps in
school to home contexts is leveraging realia in giving the students real problems to solve with a
call to action, utilizing community members to participate in classroom discussions and using the
call to action in collaborative learning models, grouping students according to their interests.
Self-generative and self-motivating students engaged with realia in turn mimics the real life
utilitarian use of language as a tool and indice of exploration and realization of common goals:
“language, or rather utterances that students make, is a means to mediate the concrete realization
of the goals the children set for themselves during exploration tasks”. Home, community and
school should not be two or three different and separate existences where a student guesses how
to code-switch. Differences between home to school discourses and how teachers can help
schools avoid systemically valuing certain students over the other of school life and home life,
the literature again points to student formulated learning motives as an interactive, moving,
breathing form of the zone of proximal development. “When children choose the motive of
activity, they also become emotionally engaged and learning, which is an expansion of one’s
action possibilities, is a by-product of the pursuit of motives and goals” (Roth & Lee, 2007, pg.
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187).
While identifying learning styles of the cultural historical climate of your classroom and
community, the literature also points to instances where assumptions can be dangerous by
characterizing students into specific learning traits. For example, though low SES populations
tend to have a high propensity to be collectivist cultures, it is not a trait generalized to the point
where it is expressed in every low income person in every situation; not all the time in all
circumstances. Limitations of generalizations in multicultural education and learning styles is
the subject of In Gutierrez and Rogoff’s research “Cultural Ways of Learning: Individual Traits
or Repertoires of Practice” (2016), they question the validity of teaching to cultural learning
styles asserting that they undermine the individuals’ multiplicity of lived experiences and
learning school contexts and offer the alternative of repertoires of practice, in which reductive
approaches to student deficit traits are instead seen through a social-historical lens as proclivities
expressed on the individual level and are dynamic rather than static. “We argue that people live
culture in a mutually constructive manner”. This research positions that teachers should
understand individual and communal learning practices and conventions of their kids (artifacts
and tools used, social rules, division of labor and historical development of communities).
Furthermore, observations leading to decisions of how students choose should be consistent, not
based on one observation. These observations should not be used to put children in an activity.
“Strategic forms of assistance that we have observed in robust learning communities where the
co-construction of a community’s various practices and individual development support the
changing nature of participation and the forms of assistance provided in joint activity”(Gutierrez
and Rogoff, 2016, pg. 7). Teacher expectations are crucial in voice honoring and mirror
sometimes unconscious biases embedded by systemic definitions of what it means to be a
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valuable contributor to knowledge.
In Ullucci and Howard’s (2014) article “Pathologizing the Poor”, they summarize
common reductive and deficit thinking about children experiencing poverty and its impact on
student-teacher relationships and expectations, especially in economically depressed schools
which are more likely to have inexperienced or underqualified teachers. Namely, Ullucci and
Howard list common deficit perspectives as the “bootstraps” myth, the “individual faults” or
“laziness” myth and the “culture of poverty” myth. These beliefs about people experiencing
poverty trickle down into teaching expectations: “teachers may believe that students from lowincome backgrounds cannot be taught effectively, lack the necessary intellectual and cognitive
dispositions to be successful learners and come from home environments that do not support
learning” (pg. 117). Again, the literature connects everyday expectations on personal deficit
attributions from teachers to their students by decontextualizing their lives through acceptable
and standardized knowledge.
The authors then juxtapose that with clarifying anchor questions teachers can ask
themselves about poverty in their community, how it impacts their students and what resources
they can provide as a connector.
Dutro’s (2010) research, “What Counts as Hard Times?” , questions the validity of
mandated, commercial curricula fashioned for the “generic child” by analyzing the classprivileged assumptions of the literacy curriculum itself as presenting poverty as a temporary or
past condition (much like some critical race theory research pointing to teaching racism as a past
issue, neglecting and cutting the experiential consciousness of students out of their own lives,
disregarding personal student connections as a possibility). Further, it finds that such a mandated
curriculum was insufficient for students who surpassed surface level text-bound material and
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needlessly pressured teachers with high accountability and strict pacing. Dutro’s research
illustrates the “academic and moral imperative to include the lived knowledge of students and the
emotional dimensions of response in what counts as successful literacy engagement” (2010, pg.
255). In her discussion on the relevance of issuing generic literacy to children, Dutro states “The
valorization of commercial curriculum programs as the prescription for literacy achievement is
far from benign [...] this is particularly crucial for children living in poverty, who are the most
likely to be taught using mandated, scripted programs” (2010, pg. 261).
In the literature we see marginalized students through the lens of deficit perspectives take
root in the minds of the students themselves, as Collins’ (2012) research shows that students of
poverty view themselves as objects of events or information, not as creators of events or
information. In Composing the Career Portfolio and the Classed Subject, Collins examines the
work of two high school students, one from upper middle class and the other from a working
class family, in portfolio work meant to showcase and sell their strengths as they prepare to enter
the workforce. Collins found the upper middle class student held more rewarded dispositions and
cultural values such as individualism and internal locus of control compared to the values held
by the working class student, who displayed collectivist communal loyalties and a posturing of
subordination to authority figures in both the essay and interview potions of their career
readiness portfolio. Collins notes:
Upper middle class students like Bryan may experience little difficulty either in
recognizing how they are called to perform or in delivering ‘appropriate’ performances.
Differently classed students like Paul, however, may be unfamiliar with the subjectivity
they are asked to adopt or they may be unwilling or unable to mobilize the discourses
most highly valued by the program”. Caught in this bind, students who do not identify as
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upper middle class may attempt to: use this unfamiliar discourse and risk awkward
performances, adapt it into/ blend it with more familiar, though perhaps less prestigious
forms; or reject it outright and accept the consequences (i.e, denial of a diploma) (pg.
278).
Life experience funds of knowledge such as adaptation to unpredictability and the physical and
psychic differences in resilience and resourcefulness in working class students are not seen as
bankable workforce skills by either the students or portfolio assessors respectively.This work
shows the importance and current imbalance of efforts to professionalize the poor and
naturalizing the culture of domination rather than empowering the values of the working class
and those in power including the teaching workforce.
In Moje et. al (2004) research on student funds of knowledge,“Working toward third
space in content area literacy: An examination of everyday funds of knowledge and Discourse,”
they research ways to incorporate student funds of knowledge into the classroom and observe
that “the potential for competing discourses and knowledges is especially high in classrooms
where students come from backgrounds and experiences different from those of their peers or
their teachers' (pg.42)'. Therefore, they present the option of providing a “third space” in content
literacy integrating teacher and student funds of knowledge across school, home, and community
contexts in order to connect learning more fluently to everyday student life across a five year
qualitative study. These researchers found that the third space can be utilized in three ways. First,
as a way to bridge discourses from home to school, second a way to practice and learn by
navigating a variety of discourse communities and third, as a way to bring discourse itself into
the conversation to be challenged and reflected on. This study ultimately found that cultivating a
third space requires a teacher to be ‘planful’- a thoughtful planner in paying close attention to
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multiple student funds. Teachers can employ third space strategies by thinking of an essential
question; How is what they are learning real and now?When are students already employing the
target strategy? What is transferable from their lives, their parents’ jobs or the video games they
play? How are they navigating information in their lives? What part of my curriculum can be
localized and real?

A Review of Scaffolding Agentic learning, Student Self-regulation and Self-Assessment
In the Schunk and Zimmerman 2007 article, “Influencing Children’s Self-Efficacy and
Self-Regulation of Reading and Writing Through Modeling,” they offer a four-step instructional
application model that works to enhance student self-efficacy and self-regulation in the teaching
of metacognitive literacy skills. Self-efficacy and self-regulation practices include providing
multiple opportunities for success to begin the process of student control or internalization, “To
build students self efficacy teachers should ensure that students experience learning progress and
success, expose them to successful models, and provide encouraging feedback substantiated by
success(pg. 45)”. This is followed by the deepening of internalized control by exposing the
students to different models. After the student emulates practicing the style of the model, the
student moves onto independent practice and then finally can do variations of the skill to fit their
specific context or needs. Students who believe in an incremental view of their own ability will
make goals while students who have a fixed, often deficit view of themselves will not. For
example, in modeling with process oriented feedback and goals (at the observational and
emulative level of self-regulation development model), reading achievement was at higher levels
than students who had product or general based goals with the same strategies. Schunk and
Zimmerman conclude that literacy, metacognitive skills and self-regulation should not be taught
in isolation, but rather in tandem, saying that “teachers should teach self-regulation strategies
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along with content so that students understand how to apply strategies” and that doing so enables
multiple success opportunities (pg. 47).
In Pandero and Jonsson (2016),“Scaffolding self-regulated learning through selfassessment and peer assessment: Guidelines for classroom implementation”, they provide
guidelines for classroom implementation of assessment for learning as a co-regulatory process
between student and teacher that works to build self-regulatory skills. In the article, the authors
contend that good feedback practice starts not at the product phase of any given learning task,
but rather moves from the beginning of an instructional cycle. In particular, the inner process of
student centered self-assessment practices begins with planning and forethought by making
criteria clear and achievable, the performance phase in which formative feedback helps students
feel less anxious about progress, and the self-reflection phase. The self-assessment co-regulatory
process is emphasized by the authors as they draw attention to the single most important metacognitive self-regulatory practice of modeling self-assessment with examples and real student
work feedback with opportunities to improve. The authors contend that: “While it is well
established that many students do not use the feedback they receive, most students do so if the
use of feedback is an integrated part of instruction, which allows students to revise their work or
to perform a similar task assessed with the same criteria” (Pandero and Jonsson, 2016, pg. 56 ).
Fletcher (2016) focuses on formative assessment as a learning scaffold and guided
process in student agency and as “critically reflective connectors between task requirements and
the learning process and as co-owners of their learning process”. This study utilized
constructivist learning theory and coding procedures to measure student self-regulation and selfefficacy as they self-direct from among a handful of learning targets, audiences and writing
forms during cycle phases of forethought, performance and self reflection in the writing
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process.The forethought stage underpins the whole learning process and needs to be modeled and
thought aloud most about how to prioritize and put in plans for self-monitoring ability and
learning .Academic success for the least confident and motivated can be improved through
increased self-regulation and self-efficacy skills and these gains are from: 1. clear criteria 2.
timely and specific feedback 3. students agenic adapting to tasks to make them meaningful for
themselves. Students can use this activity to show compliance, not learning. self-assessment does
not replace student learning or teacher guidance through process based learning.
In Reeve (2013) “How students create motivationally supportive learning environments
for themselves: The concept of agentic engagement” sought to define and identify agentic
engagement as a new educational concept by examining it in three classroom contexts. Agentic
engagement looked for relationships precipitated by students that activated teacher flow and was
marked by these attributes which are set apart from the usual behavioral, emotional and cognitive
engagement indices: letting the teacher know preferences, asking questions, and addressing own
learning needs. Student inquiries based on individual motivational needs are in reaction to the
provision of engaging activities on the cognitive, emotional and behavioral level and this student
inquiry, if not just allowed but embraced by teachers to shape class time so that students scaffold
a “motivationally supportive classroom”. The author concludes that: “The defining
characteristics of autonomy support include taking the students perspective, welcoming their
thoughts, feelings and behaviors into the instruction and providing learning activities in ways
that vitalize (rather than neglect or frustrate) students' inner motivational resources”(pg.116).
Mcmillan and Hearn (2008) define student self assessment and its classroom implications
by grounding the process in the theoretical rationale of building mastery learning through
metacognition leading to self-efficacy. “Correctly implemented, student self-assessment can
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promote intrinsic motivation, internally controlled effort, a mastery goal orientation and more
meaningful learning” (pg. 26). Classroom implications of building mastery learning orientations
and self-efficacious values in a student include giving students a toolkit of metacognitive
strategies and when to use them in the delivery of establishing criteria, teaching students how to
apply criteria, providing feedback and setting learning goals.
While it is difficult at times to reconcile the demands of differentiation and standardized
goals and assessments, using student self-assessment aligned with target standards can help
negotiate those differences and empower the students' learning and internalizing their own
success. This is done in a three step process. First in the process of self-assessment is selfmonitoring in which students are watching what they do and how they are doing it. “Initially, the
teacher determines the goals and the strategies; eventually students construct their own goals and
strategies with teacher guidance” (Mcmillan and Hearn, 2008. pg. 27) . Second, students need to
exercise self-judgement in where they are in meeting a standard, and third, instructors help
students by providing options for next steps in improvement.
In the seminal article “Self-efficacy” Bandura (1994) reviews the causes and
consequences of self-efficacy in a number of social contexts which is defined predominantly as
controlled by perception or belief of capabilities and levels rather than concrete circumstances.
Individuals with efficacious outlooks perceive themselves, for example, to have a high amount of
control over cognitive, motivational, affective and selection processes of everyday life providing
themselves resilience over circumstances. However, people with low-self efficacy have a deficit
perspective of themselves holistically, set low expectations of themselves and tend to have
avoidance behavior. Bandera points to building sources of efficacy through mastery experiences,
saying that “Students' abilities to master academic activities affects their aspirations, their level
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of interest, and their academic accomplishments.” (pg. 279) Other sources of self-efficacy
building include social modeling, growth mindset, and reduction of physical stressors. In the next
article, Clark investigates the historical theoretical concepts of formative assessment and how
those concepts are integral to student self regulation which is built on metacognition and selfefficacy.
In Clark “Formative Assessment: Assessment Is for Self-regulated Learning” (2012), the
author offers a counter to what many teachers view discursive synchronous and asynchronous
feedback dialogue that are mutual dialogues between student and teacher to be ‘formidable’,
messy and contrary to objectives. Rather, this study finds that self regulation is built from calling
attention to the metacognitive process of self-efficacy and that those characteristics are built
upon formative dialoguing. “Through the process of frequent community participation, learners
move along a continuum of self-regulation as they acquire the skills to use learning and
assessment tools [externally fabricated assessments] and eventually the technological expertise
that characterize membership in the culture as a tool makes able to co-construct learning and
assessment tools” (pg.2). Clark offers a collection of assessment-as learning-practices which
build agentic from process-based assessment strategies on the learners behalf.
Bandura and Schunk (2012) found self-efficacy and competence was highly positively
correlated with proximal goal setting. Setting specific, explicit goals which are proximal to
immediate ends yet connected to long term future competencies makes the process of aiming and
mastering intrinsically motivating to learners. In addition to being intrinsically motivating to
students who viewed themselves as less than self-efficacious, their experiment also showed that
students increased self-efficacious behavior, persisted and mastered more of the mathematical
equations than their distal goal oriented subjects. During the study it was also found that students
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needed assistance in breaking down distal goals to be more manageable proximal goals, as they
did not have comprehensive knowledge structures of the process itself. Setting proximal goals
with instruction connected to overarching thematic goals is an important co-regulatory process
since the students can’t yet break them down into segments alone. Setting goals is only selfmotivating when students can achieve based on performance rather than general rewards.
Boekhaerts (1997) argues that in most cases where the teacher is the singular source in
steering the learning process, the students are simply expected to reproduce applicable
information or strategies rather than exercise the self-regulatory processes of goal setting,
motivation seeking and strategizing with appropriate skills. In order to deliver self-regulatory
skills to students, sharing authority in the classroom while intentionally avoiding externally
regulated, task oriented activity purposes helps students see the validity of instruction and
domain knowledge relevance. In the teaching design recommendations, teacher shifted to the
role of coach, in the very first stages providing activation, modeling and introducing new skills
to then later proceduralizing tasks to unburden the brain to individual and group processing of
strategies to reflection. Teaching recommendations include knowing the different components of
prior knowledge students’ possess to include content and domain specific metacognitive
capabilities. Knowing the mosaic of prior student knowledge, educators should then
proceduralize or automatize learning tasks so students can devote their whole brain power to
deliberate processing. The author further develops teaching action recommendation by
differentiating external teacher regulation and scaffolding by: “Beginning a learning activity by
setting goals for extending knowledge and bolstering motivation. They also seem to be aware of
what they know and how they feel about the domain of study, including which general cognitive
and motivational strategies are (less) effective to attain the learning goals, how easy or difficult it
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is to gain mastery in that domain, and whether they have the capacity and the motivation to
invest the necessary resources”(Pg.32).
Rolheiser and Ross (2001) ground practical classroom strategies in self-efficacy theory
with a four phase process that postures students and teachers as negotiators in establishing
criteria and goal setting throughout the teaching cycle. “The problem is that without teacher
involvement in student self-evaluation, teachers have no direct knowledge about whether
individual students are on an upward or downward path. The choice for teachers is not whether
students self-evaluate their own work (they will regardless of teacher input) but whether teachers
will teach them how to do so effectively.” (pg. 84) Imperative to self-assessment design is
establishing a working understanding of self-evaluation for students to include less evaluative
terms and more process driven but concrete aims while scaffolding it intuitively with less
complicated assignments to more complicated proximally appropriate student centered
goals.Step one is negotiating goals that are neither student preference nor school standard
specific that are immediate and moderately difficult. Next, provide numerous examples and
model shared criteria while using language that connects examples to criteria. Third, give
feedback on evaluation and finally help students come up with an action plan and goal relevant
to their self-assessment.

A Review of Research on Close-Reading
Buehl’s book section, “Teaching Comprehension of Complex Disciplinary Texts (2017),
examines the types of processes the brain undergoes when attempting to comprehend text with
genuine inquiry versus getting through texts with surface reading strategies that students use to
get through their school task-oriented days. Buehl contends that explicit instruction on seven key
cognitive strategies improves comprehension, and those include: prior knowledge connection,
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inquiry, visualizing, inferences, determining importance, synthesizing and monitoring. In order
to achieve CCSS anchor standards, a focus on thinking through and understanding how to use
these meta-cognitive skills is paramount rather than understanding base facts of the discipline.
Buehl’s (2017) research about front loading instruction, notes the main problem of
academic knowledge gaps is that rather than teachers having faith in students to digest content on
their own, they begin to hand feed them information to remediate for the gap, leading to students
being effective listeners rather than effective learners. In terms of using knowledge as a scaffold
for disciplinary frontloading, three forms of frontloading are cited: Review frontloading, useful
in reviewing whole class review materials; and third, diverse knowledge frontloading for mixed
level general knowledge academic knowledge consensus building and insufficient knowledge
frontloading.
Tovani (2003) illustrates how to teach reading as thinking by scaffolding visuals and
flipping inquiry to students when interrogating a text. The author contends that if students don’t
know what they want from a text, they won’t get what they want from a text. Tovani offers ways
for students to mark their thinking on the paper to hold their thinking including highlighting
thought strategies and purposes through color coding, using sticky notes to mark confusing
passages. If students don’t know what they want from a text, they won’t get what they want from
a text. Much of the time, if a student doesn’t understand, all they have to do to skip the reading is
act like they are lazy, tough and let other students answer. Rather than ushering these students
through the grade levels, tools for holding onto their thinking should be prioritized by trusting
the author to reveal clues, or rereading text annotation strategies and negotiating meaning as a
class.
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Lehman (2016) details the necessity and practice of close reading by stating that your
rationale for doing it needs to match your passion as a teacher and give yourself a purpose for
teaching it beyond task-based reasons such as reading for tone or for citing evidence. By finding
your passion in the details, you can look for themes to present students in songs, shows and
advertisements so students can replicate the process in any context with the same steps. Lehman
suggests the steps in three parts; Pick a lens for how to read, look for patterns in the details and
develop understandings based on those patterns to find new ideas or deeper learning.
Tovani (2000) describes the reticent cultural climate of classroom reading as well as
issues struggling readers face acquiring surface and deep literacy skills. Tovani begins by
highlighting the things successful readers do in their heads as multiple simultaneous processes of
activation, inquiry, making inferences, self-monitoring, ability to “fix” gaps in meaning making
and determining importance. Tovani gives several teaching strategies and graphic organizers to
help scaffold reading-as-thinking in the classroom which she reduces down to two practical
cores: Love what you read and model your thinking.
Boekarts (1997) delineates the difference between externally regulating learning and
scaffolding metacognitive instruction in reading specifically by defining and measuring strategy
transfer skills as a marker of Self-regulated learning (SRL) success. That is to say, the same
students who might thrive in a structured classroom reading environment may not be able to
perform in less optimal learning environments (like big classes or exams). Therefore, in an effort
to integrate real student selection of strategies in class, removing teachers as authority while
providing learning environments where they can self-scaffold and select strategies.
Zwiers (2014) details academic language and structures often found in complex academic
texts such as contextual flips in academic and idiomatic meaning, chunking information by
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subject transitions within academic texts, subordinate clause subject stacking alongside the
conceptual processes of matching schema between reader and author to suit reader-centric
purposes (selfish reading) and decoding purpose through structure. This research then extends
the discussion on the technical and cognitive reading demands by providing a multitude of oral
scaffolding like read alouds and comprehend alouds. Modeling with intonation as well as the
thought processes of what experts in a field do in disciplinary texts is important in a text.
Furthermore, this author contends that close reading comprehension should not be confined to
readerly metacognition modeling, but also how academic language and syntax fortifies meaning
for especially rough and dense parts. Zwier focuses on academic discussion as a scaffold for
complex texts and offers reciprocal teaching, (student role-playing teacher), anticipation chats
(an anticipation guide in conversation form) and jigsaw activities.
Draper et al (2015) defines the English Language Arts curriculum through three common
course lenses of content mastery, cultural inquiry into the canon, and the process model of
reading and writing, calling attention to how the CCSS works as a necessary umbrella for all
three lenses. This research takes the literacy-specialist approach in that it acknowledges the shift
from mastery and canonical focused ELA classes to the more process model approach that seeks
to embed all levels of readers in its class culture of instruction. The author contends that literacy
instruction be flexible to include a “principled and systematic approach to text selection,
sequencing, and coordination with other discipline related problem solving”(Draper et. al,
2015,pg.34).
Wessling (2011) provides an instructional paradigm shift and practical framework for
teaching the reading of complex texts by using essential questions and issues related themes at
the center of mentor, fulcrum and texture texts. By centering yourself and your students
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thematically, Wessling provides ways to work inclusivity into fixed, partially-flexible and freechoice curriculum types by teaching readers to be thinkers on complex and real-world relevant
issues that texts bring into classrooms. Rather than a linear approach to the CCSS, this author
teaches the anchor standard while using the grade level language as a scaffold.

Summary
The literature reviewed here indicates that in order to provide a voice-honoring space
which scaffolds agentic literacy, teachers should allow for time, choice and explicit clear
expectations that are both co-regulated with students and consistent for students. Much of the
research on linguistic repertoires for minority language students implicitly set the student as the
standard to which teachers backward design their lesson using various class and student cultural
data sets. Additionally, scaffolding agentic literacy depends on the assumption that students
already possess the skills needed to explore the standards yet increasingly become aware of their
skill and push to transferrable growth to be able to optimize their lived language experiences in a
variety of school, home and real contexts.
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CHAPTER III
RESEARCH METHODS
Introduction and Overview
The methods of inquiry for this study focused on the principles and practices of action
research, using self-study aligned with professional teacher standards and teacher artifacts, as a
means of data collection. I will begin with a review of action research principles to establish the
foundation for this study’s method of inquiry. Second, I will review the choices and purposes of
data collection that helped to highlight my instruction and means for searching for improvement.
Third, I will detail my context for the study, methods of data collection protocols, and
acknowledge my limitations as a researcher. Finally, I will present the procedures used for
studying my practice, while providing data and analysis that speaks to adaptations and
adjustments made to my instruction as I implanted this study.

Research Questions
My focus for this research was building agentic literacy and voice honoring practices into
all parts of my instructional cycle. Specifically, I examined linguistic repertoires, building
student self-efficacy through student self-assessment and scaffolding metacognition in literacy
instruction. This focus aligned with INTASC standards referenced in the next section for teacher
professional development. Additionally, I considered how studying my own practice in line with
INTASC Standards could improve my own instruction and therefore, student learning. My
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purpose for this study was to improve my instructional scaffolding of self-efficacious literacy
understandings and agentic metacognitive skills through the process of student-teacher coregulation. The research question (s) for this study were:
1.

How do I deliver best literacy practices in a voice honoring way? Data gathered
from a focus on this question was used to test how I gather student linguistic
repertoires data and how I plan my lessons based on student funds of knowledge
more intentionally. It came to my attention that during the forethought stages of
lesson planning, it was really difficult for me to discuss student funds of
knowledge, as I have always relied on my intuition rather than theory to identify
where students were situated in their zone of proximal development with
language. It is my intention to center my student funds-of- knowledge planning
less on being liked by students and more on technical aspects of their lived
language experience so they have linguistic self-awareness leading to linguistic
dexterity and code switching. I hope to learn how planning utilizing linguistic
repertoires can work to naturalize language minority students’ academic identity
to honor their voices within the English Language Arts standards and ultimately
provide transferrable literacy skills.

2.

How can I scaffold agentic student self-regulation and self-assessment? Data
gathered from this question was used to validate the co-regulatory process of
feedback informed instruction. Throughout my career, I have often found that I
heavily value student-centered instruction and have often minimized my role as
authority in order to lend students empowerment. However, I would like to
professionalize my instruction with clearer directives during the self-assessment
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process and provide more explicit guidance and feedback. Data gathered from a
focus on this question was used to describe how feedback was used to deliver
instruction. I hope to learn how to better co-regulate student goals and how best to
make them my partner in creating rubrics and adjusting instruction according to
feedback.
3.

What are ways to bridge academic knowledge gaps in the instruction of
transferrable literacy metacognitive skills? Data gathered from a focus on this
question was used to describe how activities were planned to engage students in
activating multiple literacy strategies while focusing on close reading. During my
career as an ESL teacher, I have consistently been able to help bridge linguistic
gaps using my pedagogical knowledge of language transfer and ability to make
problem/solution oriented language learning activities that give real, functional
purpose to reading for life in a new language. However, during instruction at the
middle school, when asking students what the purpose is for a reading one day,
the students blankly stated: “Because you told us to”. Although school for school
sake is a realistic purpose, I want to extend my English Language arts literacy
skills to be more developmentally engaging and more appropriately real. I hope to
learn how to specify transferrable, real skills for students beyond ESL and more in
line with a generalized ELA lens.

Examining linguistic repertoires, building student self-efficacy through student selfassessment and scaffolding metacognition in literacy instruction through the lens of INTASC
standards helped me focus and organize my research into field best practice categories.
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INTASC Standards
INTASC teaching standards are a state-by-state set of teaching standards used to identify
best practice characteristics of teaching across content areas. Model core standards help teachers
think about their practice with an eye for improvement by delineating where an instructor might
be and where they want to go. INTASC standards aim to integrate the “what” of our content
teaching to the “how” of effective instruction. INTASC standards have four main grouping
domains: The Learner and Learning, Content, Instructional Practice, and Professional
Responsibility.
Of the four main groupings, this action research project is centered on three research
questions representing three INTASC Standard domains. First, the Learner and Learning domain
is represented by my research question focused on culturally responsive pedagogy and the
research of linguistic repertoires of language minority students so as to deliver personalized
learning for diverse learners. The second domain under study for improvement is the
Instructional Practice INTASC domain and is represented by my research on student selfassessment of self-regulation and efficacy. Finally, the third research question revolving around
content based INTASC standards is my research on bridging academic knowledge gaps in the
instruction of metacognitive literacy skills.

Methods and Procedures
Because my purpose was to describe my own teaching practice as well as how I use data
to improve my own practice in line with the INTASC professional standards, it was important to
choose a method that could account for both what the standards are for teachers and how I was
paying attention to my own practice through data collection to improve it. Accordingly, this
study was designed as an action research study.
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Action research is an inquiry based and authentic research question centered process
for meaningful teacher professional development. Reading and writing based action research
grounds our practice in theory and is voice honoring and self-efficacious for teachers and
provides a vehicle to internalize best practices. The process of research is the action of taking
ownership of your voice. Not everyone or every textual thing has the right to be your truth, nor
does it have the responsibility. While there is a deep intuitive elegance that intertwines our
reading and writing practices, research alone is the voice as a tool of personal truth. Research,
especially in recent years, is a person’s right and responsibility for exploration, empowerment,
and evolution.
Sagor (2011) finds that intrinsic to teaching is the nobility of helpfulness to universal
student mastery, but also a lot of pressure and judgment from others. In my own view, rather
than withdrawing and becoming an isolated silo teacher, there is a necessary tension for teachers
between collaboration and theoretical support with others and an internalized, self-efficacious
way to ensure an internal locus of control to systematize best-practices. Having action research
may be one way that helps maintain an internal locus of control rather than an external one.
Furthermore, informed teaching gives way to being a leader at school rather than inconsistently
being lucky in the classroom.
Data Collection
The basic steps in action research are 1) identify a topic or issue to study, 2) collect data
related to the chosen topic or issue, 3) analyze and interpret the collected data, and 4) carry out
action planning, which represents the application of the action research results. Data collection in
an action research project typically is related to the topic or issues, and provides answers
pertinent to the research questions. Therefore, I used a variety of data collection tools related to
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my topic to ensure the validity of my results. I chose to triangulate three different forms of data
that focused on student ask-fors and look-fors in order to get a fluent perspective of my teaching
and ways to improve how I can honor voices and how I sculpt agentic literacy. Because my
research questions focus on agentic literacy in multiple stages of the instructional cycle, I chose
to collect data that would provide information about how my practice and the interventions I
identified aligned with the research topic. The types of data I chose to collect are document
analysis of lesson plans, interactive slides materials and document analysis of homework
assignments.
Document Analysis of My Lesson Plans
I analyzed the contents of a term’s worth of lesson plans taught late in spring term. My
goal in examining this term was to determine whether I had structured it in a way that allowed
for student funds of knowledge to drive my lesson planning and collect student language data.
Furthermore, it was my hope to connect the lessons to differentiating practices using student
funds of knowledge and linguistic repertoires. I wanted to measure the intentionality of my
planning to incorporate voice-honoring practices by tracking how I used their school to home
discourses, personal interests and transferable literacy lives in my planning. I also wanted to see
how often I incorporated transactional questions and how much time I allowed for student
centered discussion based on their lived experiences regarding ELA domain knowledge.
I also wanted to measure my planning capability in the student self-assessment as process
learning and self-efficacy, and chose to quantitatively measure the forethought stage in my
planning of providing clear expectations and the qualitatively measure the types of regulations
and checks during the in class learning process. Finally, I wanted to investigate my instruction
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of close reading strategies using multiple literacies planning and where in the lesson and how
much time I devoted to explicit literacy instruction.
Interactive Slides Materials Analysis
During the transition from comprehensive distance learning, limited in person and full in
person teaching this year, I elected to utilize peardeck interactive slides as an instructional
delivery mode to provide some structure and consistent means of student engagement to build
agency through peer modeling and as a modality for honoring multiple literacies. This is
primarily a qualitative form of data. I chose to analyze the pear deck interactive materials and
predominantly the kinds of questions asked and kinds of instructional modalities offered to close
read with multiple literacies. It was my intention to ask students questions grounded in
Bandura’s (1981) self-efficacy research which emphasizes the importance of having an internal
locus of control (I happen to the world) rather than an external locus of control (The world
happens to me) in which self-efficacious people root their perspectives. I sought to ask students
to read beyond “with” the text comprehension questions, and rather am I asking them to read
“against” or question texts with both transactional and positional, agentic components. I also
quantify the data by tracking how many times I ask student linguistic repertoires questions, coregulation and goal setting questions, and questions that involve multiple literacies for close
reading strategies.
Homework Assignment Document Analysis
The last source of data was a document analysis of homework assignments I assigned to
see about the follow-through and fluidity of my three research questions: 1.) Use of student
funds of knowledge and linguistic repertoires. 2) Student self-assessment as process learning and
self-efficacy and 3.) close reading strategies with explicit literacy instruction. It was my
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intention to model these skills throughout class time together and provide reflective, agentic
homework assignments with clear expectations and student checklists for self-regulation. In the
homework assignments, it was my intention to have students analyze their home discourses as
sort of self-ethnographers and what sort of reading and reading strategies they do already on an
everyday basis, including how they close read.
Context of the Study
This study was conducted while I was student teaching at a first year Title I middle
school in a small rural town in Oregon impacted by the closing of the town paper mill about ten
years prior to this study, with 69% of students receiving free or reduced lunches. In English
Language Arts, 31% of students are meeting grade level expectations according to state
standardized testing data. Qualitatively, the principal has emphasized literacy learning for the
school year in all subjects. 60% of students are white, 32% are hispanic/ Latin@ and 7% and
multiracial. 20% of students are ever-English learners.
This study was administered during the COVID-19 pandemic with a variety of
instructional delivery models taking place during the action research process including
comprehensive distance, limited in person (or hybrid) and full in-person instruction. Given the
often changing dynamic of the school year and pressures of the unknown placed on the
administration and teachers, I often had multiple teachers observing and also assisted and
observed multiple different teachers in various subject areas throughout the course of this study
because of the “all hands on deck” approach necessitated by unstable COVID regulations and
school board directives.
The students who attended this school went from having about 42 students in class during
CDL to 15 students in hybrid with longer school days until 4:30pm and finally 36-40 students
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with a more traditional school day schedule from 8:15-2:30 in the final months, which this study
predominantly is the subject of this study. However, I was able to conduct all the planning,
instruction and grading for each teaching and learning context and was responsible for course
design and grading for students finishing the entirety of the year in CDL for which I was not the
instructor, as I was employed in the classroom as a live teacher.As such, the lessons in this study
were meant to and planned for instruction of both live in-person classes and online
comprehensive distance learning.
Participants
I conducted this study as an action research project focused on my own teaching, so the
main participant in the research is myself and the focus is my teaching practices. As I was
student teaching, I became interested in the feedback I was receiving as mostly classroom
management and became interested in how it was affecting my agentic learning approach, as
predominately outlined in the supervising teacher feedback section of this presentation. The
research questions I introduced above emerged naturally from the alignment of my professional
background as a long-time Adult Basic Skills teacher in my community and my new position in
my community as a middle school ELA teacher.
How I Studied My Teaching
I studied my teaching over 12 weeks of Spring 2021. As agentic literacy and voice
honoring practices were at the center of my investigation, I tried to center the principles of
linguistic repertoires (D’Warte 2014), self- regulation (Schunk & Zimmerman 2007) and close
reading in order to create a classroom that is participatory, engaging and supportive and teach my
students behavioral, affective and cognitive competencies, specifically with a aim at self-
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efficacy. I tried to embrace these principles both in the moment as I taught and as I planned
lessons.
To measure my success in creating an agentic and voice honoring classroom, I collected
three forms of data: feedback from supervising and clinical teachers, interactive slide questions
and document analysis of my lesson plans. As creating a classroom that looks for ways to
include linguistic repertoires and student funds of knowledge requires both planning and
execution, I looked at my lesson plans to see what opportunities I created for student-centered
participation and both my mentor teachers’ feedback helped me document how well I executed
these plans and how I found opportunities to be supportive and connective of students as I
taught. Creating a self-regulatory classroom also requires both planning and execution for coregulation, so my lesson plans, supervising and clinical teacher feedback and interactive slides
also helped me analyze this dimension of my ability to create agentic literacy lessons and to what
extent I scaffolded student self-regulation.
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CHAPTER IV
PRESENTATION AND DISCUSSION OF RESEARCH FINDINGS
Introduction and Overview
The findings discussed below were collected over 12 weeks of the spring term of the
2020-2021 school year. During the course of the term I planned and taught 65 lessons, including
lessons that integrated mandatory state testing pauses and metacognitive skills instruction for test
taking not included in the topics of this study. Also, within those 65 lessons in the study, I was a
student teacher and had to conduct this self-study without the autonomy and privilege of my own
teaching perspective, which led me to conduct a more literary curriculum rather than a literacy
focus. However, with these directives I was still able to add components of agentic literacy and
voice honoring practices. During the relevant lesson plans to this study, I employed various 1)
Agentic literacy differentiating practices using student funds of knowledge and linguistic
repertoires 2) Student self-assessment as process learning and self-efficacy and 3.) Close reading
strategies with explicit literacy instruction. The following three sections correspond to the
findings within the three themes with triangulated data of lesson plan document analysis,
supervising teacher feedback and interactive slides materials.

Findings Related to Scaffolding Agentic Literacy through Linguistic Repertoires
and Student Funds of Knowledge
It was my intention to bridge home and school discourses to minority language students,
both L1 and L2 students in a low income district with a 30% grade level literacy rate through the
theory of linguistic repertoires and student funds of knowledge. In order to do this I combined
multiple literacy theories outlined in the literature review, making my foundation in instruction
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on what is called a third space in literacy instruction “as a way to build bridges from knowledges
and discourses often marginalized in school settings to the learning of conventional academic
knowledges and Discourses” (Moje, 2011, p.43). Operating within the system of privileged
literary discourses mandated by my student teaching context, the following outlines findings to
circumvent literary privilege and attempt to inculcate student lived language experiences through
seminal student funds of knowledge research (Moll 1987) on my own teaching practices with
language repertoires.

Findings from Lesson Plans Document Analysis
I wanted to curate materials that spoke to the theme of perspective and identity in order
to lead the class from home to school discourses from teaching techniques that I gathered from
researching linguistic repertoires. Therefore, I planned a reading survey in google forms as
pictured in figure 4.1 about their lived langage experiences, combining and modifying from
Kittle’s reading survey (2016) and D’Warte (2014) ethnography-centered linguistic repertoires
questioning. It was my hope in combining instructional techniques to provide multiple strategic
teaching data points about my students’ funds of knowledge since it was a more difficult year in
getting information about them in the digital classroom.
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Figure 4.1: An example of planning for gathering information about student reading identity and
linguistic repertoires digitally
In an attempt to acknowledge student linguistic repertoires and students’ transfer abilities,
the students are employed as ethnographers and use a range of audio/visual and writing tools to
identify, write and analyze their language practices and repertoires from this information I collect
and disseminate to the class as a result of this planning.
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Figure 4.2: An example of employing funds of knowledge in planning to use linguistic
repertoires and funds of knowledge for CCSS ELA literacy.7.6--Determine an author's point of
view or purpose in a text and analyze how the author distinguishes his or her position from that
of others.
In Figure 4.2, I also took the data from the google form to design the next lesson which
used multiple student funds of knowledge and linguistic repertoires data points to plan for
specific and transferable literacy strategies that we could analyze and explore. For example,
many students were interested in gaming and anime and therefore I planned a socratic discussion
on reading in different languages. Our discursive discussion allowed for student centered
strategies--- Spanish speakers presented reading and decoding strategies to English speakers
during discussion regarding how they might decode subtitles more quickly while watching their
favorite shows, for example. While some research has questioned the realistic use of linguistic
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repertoires due to the lack of time and relevance to CCSS, with intentional planning multiple
standards could be met if you view the student or class as a textual object itself to read and
synthesize various language experience viewpoints.
Furthermore, multiple mentor and texture texts were chosen from the data, which
warranted that I choose graphic novel and more sci-fi and dragon oriented tales to start with and
scaffold out for reading endurance and capacity. Such specific knowledge of students was made
possible by daily student centered choice reading and modeling with student chosen
recommendations of book talks.

Findings from Interactive Slides
The second set of data presented in these findings are interactive slides in the form of
both the google slides ad-on Peardeck, collaborative slide decks with which students have edit
access as a class and interactive Google forms embedded in the slides. The challenge of the term
researched here was to find materials that could be used by teachers in multiple online and inperson teaching contexts that could engage students. With struggling readers, it was really
important to me that the mixed level of the class was met with intentionality and based on their
student funds of knowledge. In figure 4.3 is a screenshot of our class reading resource library.
Our class reading resource library is a bitmoji classroom which is rich with resources from our
book talks and student selected and curated resources and content so that the issue of a readerly
identity could be engaged and empowered with student funds of knowledge.
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Figure 4.3: Image of our link-rich student curated reading resource library full of free reading
resources
Links were added each month and students ended up adding multilingual resources, writing app
resources (like Wattpad), and reading and book goal websites through the google form linked on
my bitmoji character, pictured in figure 4.4. In the slides following the choice reading library,
each student had their own slide labelled with their name and each month they would add their
choice reading book and give a review of it for their classmates, as an attempt at a living text set.
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curated by students.

Figure 4.4: Picture of google form questionnaire for student choice reading resource and book
talk recommendations.

After presenting these works I finally chose “The Plane” by Matt Inman as the source of our
thought log model of close reading for how a character’s insights, perspective and identity has
changed as a texture text. The story is a comic embedded in our class choice reading library. I
chose a comic with a 4th grade lexile score as a texture text because from our class data set,
graphic novels and comics were the number one pick of students and I wanted to show them how
to read for their taste and appropriate, comfortable level under the reading comprehension
In another collaborative slidedeck in which students had an assigned slide, students were
asked to provide lyrics from one of their favorite songs and give a description of the deeper
meaning of the lyrics. Figure 4.5 shows my example of lyrics from a rap song the students like
along with a more humorous take on the assignment. I used this slide and assignment to talk
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about code-switching and that some assignments require more academic tone than others. I also
used this slide to encourage students to engage with texts authentically and to always do selfish
readings to find meaning.

Figure 4.5: A slide using a dialectical approach to attaining CCSS.ELA-LITERACY.RL.7.4
and/ or CCSS.ELA-LITERACY.RL.7.5
Using student funds of knowledge regarding a popular genre of music in the classroom,
linguistic repertoires can be used as a dialectical approach to at least two literacy standards:
CCSS.ELA-LITERACY.RL.7.4- Determine the meaning of words and phrases as they are used
in a text, including figurative and connotative meanings; analyze the impact of rhymes and other
repetitions of sounds on a specific verse or stanza of a poem or section of a story or drama.and/
or CCSS.ELA-LITERACY.RL.7.5 Analyze how a drama's or poem's form or structure (e.g.,
soliloquy, sonnet) contributes to its meaning.
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Findings from Homework Assignment Document Analysis
The last data source included in this self-study is how I included and extended linguistic
repertoires and student funds of knowledge in homework assignments. It was my objective first
to get students to connect personally with who they are, what they read and how the type of text
changed depending on what information they were seeking from it and for what purpose. Figure
4.6 is the introductory assignment that I modeled in class and asked for students to help me fill
out the cloze style beginning and ultimately they would do the rest on their own.

Figure 4.6: Initial assignment connecting identity with informational and literary texts.
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In the second assignment, a three column reading inventory was adapted from Buehl (2003).
Students were tasked to go in deeper and apply their knowledge of reading for purpose in order
to be able to focus their linguistic repertoire as a transferable skill and bolster an academic
identity. Less than 5% of students completed this assignment and half of that percentage did the
assignment incorrectly in the purpose section.

Figure 4.7: Less successful 3 column reading inventory focusing on purpose
Assigning homework proved to be less effective than utilizing student funds of knowledge and
linguistic repertoires in class as students were less likely to understand why the assignment was
assigned and how it related to our class.
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Findings Related to Student Self-Assessment as Process Learning and Self-Efficacy
Self-efficacy and self-regulation practices include providing multiple opportunities for
success to begin the process of student control or internalization, “To build students self efficacy
teachers should ensure that students experience learning progress and success, expose them to
successful models, and provide encouraging feedback substantiated by success”(Schunk and
Zimmerman, 2007, p.89). This is followed by the deepening of internalized control by exposing
the students to different models. After the student emulates practicing the style of the model, the
student moves onto independent practice and then finally can do variations of the skill to fit their
specific context or needs.Setting proximal goals with instruction connected to overarching
thematic goals is an important co-regulatory process since the students can’t yet break them
down into segments alone. Setting goals is only self-motivating when students perceive that they
can achieve based on performance (Bandura, 1998).

Findings from Lesson Plans Document Analysis
It was my goal to plan for the aim of creating self-efficacious activities through
scaffolding co-regulation as much as possible. However, I believe that I over-scaffolded on some
occasions and may have not provided enough necessary struggle for the students to grow more
proximally towards self-regulation. For example, in order to teach perspective, I did a character
foldable activity 3 different times. One that I projected without the character name as a guessing
game. With the next activity we did the same character foldable, but this time about ourselves.
Finally, we did a character perspective foldable on a protagonist while I read a short story. While
it was my intention to set proximal goals throughout the lesson and give many, positive examples
and models, I believe I set the goals too close to one another---leading it to be developmentally
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inappropriate. Lesson plan scaffolding the character foldable can be seen in figure 4.8. This was
characteristic of the lesson plans scaffolding for self-efficacy throughout my lesson planning.

Figure 4.8: Lesson plan scaffolding multiple models and clear expectations.
In other lessons, I tried to give clear, meaningful learning targets directly applicable to
student learning outcomes which were measurable. I made sure to plan to read the learning target
and explain the day’s actions in relation to the learning target. After reading the learning target,
much of the time I would plan to have students answer a series of questions more difficult than
the last, leading up to critical thinking questions with a system of least prompts for more abstract
ideas. In figure 4.9, I planned for a think, pair, share and used the discussion questions from the
pairing to allow students time to learn from one another’s examples.
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Figure 4.9: Lesson using multiple student examples and models during discussion to create a
consensus on the board.
In lesson planning, when creating an exit ticket, I tried to include self-regulatory
questions that served as a comprehension check.

Findings from Interactive Slides
It was my intention to build self efficacy through daily free writes with sentence frames
and the use of peardeck to publish multiple student examples during the last half and after the
writing process using appropriate examples. During the freewrite, before publishing answers, I
would look for at least three examples and project them and talk about what made the free write
thought provoking or successful, stopping and letting students define what successful writing
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looks like. Further down the term, the freewrites became more complex and less concrete, asking
students to take a stand or take opposing stances on their belief systems.

Figure 4.10: Example of a free write with sentence frames
Interactive slides were also used to create clear assignment expectations. In the initial
slide, I read through directions and would model how to complete the task with student input
step-by-step. Modeling how to do the assignment with the directions helps students feel like they
have some control over their success and tasks in which students could track the example with
their own work showed to have a higher completion rate than when students were just given a
slide with the directions and expected to complete it on their own. Figure 4.11 is an example of a
directions slide that I used to walk through completing a vocabulary slidedeck using the Frayer
model.
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Figure 4.11: Example of interactive slide with clear directions for modeling assignment
completion

Findings from Homework Assignment Document Analysis

When assigning homework, self-regulation through self-assessment came in a few
different techniques. I would often have the students rank various devices or their process ability
on three-point scales, as figure 4.12 indicates the students ranking literary devices. This sent the
message that students had numerous devices at their disposal for completing the assignment and
sent them searching for that internal locus of control which is the foundation of self-efficacious
feedback accountability.
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Figure 4.12: Example of student self-regulation and self-assessment from assignment
Furthermore, at the start of every homework assignment, I included a simple-language
student self-evaluation rubric checklist and tried to make time to have a polishing and final
revision during class time in which we went over the rubric, as seen in figure 4.13. I would walk
around the room asking students which criteria they felt they needed most improvement on. This
helped students scan the rubric and check it against their own work. Although this was not the
most agentic practice, as the students did not define the criteria themselves for larger
assignments, being in conversation with the requirements helped the students be a mutual
authority over their work.

Figure 14.3: Example of student checklist rubric.
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Finally, AFL indicates that if a concept needs re-teaching, explicit clarification of
successful examples and non-examples be provided for students with explanations and
opportunities to revise for success, as shown in figure 14.4.

Figure 14.4: Example of re-teaching criteria with examples and non-examples.

Findings Related to Close Reading Strategies with Explicit Literacy Instruction
The last theme presented in this research is the application for close reading strategies
with explicit literacy instruction, with applied theories that are shown to be especially effective
for struggling readers. Much of the foundational instruction was based on what Buehl (2017)
identifies as seven key cognitive strategies that improve comprehension, including; prior
knowledge connection, inquiry, visualizing, inferences, determining importance, synthesizing
and monitoring. In order to achieve CCSS anchor standards, a focus on thinking through and
understanding how to use these meta-cognitive skills was the primary objective rather than
understanding base facts of the discipline.
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Findings from Lesson Plans Document Analysis
While lesson planning for close reading, it was my intention to focus on naming the skills
for explicit instruction one-by-one and using texts to introduce close reading and the strategies to
practice the skills that were specifically useful for that reading task after I introduce the concept of
close reading following a literal, meaningful application anticipatory set as shown in figure 4.11.
In the lesson plan in figure 4.12, I introduce the skill of purpose and model how I read for purpose
by tracking a character’s development over the course of a story.

Figure 4.11: Transition from anticipatory set explaining close reading and purpose
Since this particular lesson is from the last third of the year with multiple state and federal
testing breaks, I wanted to show students how to close-read independently with choice and start to
use the skills transferable for SSR time for stand alone, weekly practice. Modeling a literacy skill
(in this example, purpose) with plenty of time and choice framed with multiple choice reading
response questions that frame a reading was introduced late given the limitations of the year, but
worked as a way to circumvent mandated time reductions in class as mini lessons and wide scale
application can be placed in between tests and units.
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Figure 4.13: An example of modeling from SSR thought log of close reading and explicit literacy
instruction
Though we talked extensively about close reading and purpose, I was not able to practice
how students might take the various skills and apply them in different transfer situations. For
example, planning did not account for questioning close reading in science class or how to use
activation visualization might help in math textbooks. A more holistic literacy approach may
have been a more appropriate and consistent way to instruct from a literacy lens rather than a
literature perspective.

Findings from Interactive Slides
During instruction, literacy skills were often chunked into a brief instructional slide, as
the example in 4.14 illustrates. Following the instructional slide were application slides where
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students would practice the skill and I would name the literacy skill they were producing. For
example, in figure 4.15, I would ask students to type or unmute to express if they thought the
shark picture was real or not. As students would respond, I would name the type of background
or domain knowledge they were using to activate schema.

Figure 4.14: An example of an instructional slide before application
It was my intention to provide students with more application time than instructional time
and acknowledge their capabilities with academic words to encourage them to stretch that part of
their repertoire. As time went on throughout the unit, more and more academic, content language

Figure 4.15: Using multiple literacies to teach close reading
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was incorporated into the application slides and students were tasked with completing the
literacy activities with more and more difficult linguistic code-switching tasks in place of

Figure 4.16: Integrating academic language and domain applications into slides
my simple naming of literacy, brain science tasks while application.This helped students take an
active role in engaging in the literacy tools.

Findings from Homework Assignment Document Analysis
In assigning homework, it was my responsibility to extend close reading strategies to
independent application practice that would involve them in the close reading strategy selection
process. I chose to do this with a read-aloud model video showing how I read and selected
strategies on youtube for initial assignments in both informational and literature units. For
example, in figure 4.17, I read a short comic strip story and modeled completing a thought log
homework assignment. In the following homework assignments, students were to self-select a
choice reading text and complete a thought log prompt once a week, and share with a partner
once a week in a peer to peer conference.
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Figure 4.17: Initial thought log assignment with sentence frames used in weekly peer-to-peer
conferencing.
Although the peer-to peer conferencing saved on teacher-to-student reading conferencing time
due to large class sizes and limited in-class time, a few questions to make the conference more
natural from peer to peer could be a possible addition to this assignment to incentivise and
naturalize reading as a conversation between classmates rather than a conference approach.
In informational texts, multiple literacies were used by utilizing videos as texture texts
and comparing the close reading strategies from media modalities. The final assignment shown
in figure 4.18 asks for the students to cite explicit textual evidence that asks them to make claims
(rather than judgements) about who a person is based with a homework support video where I
list 5 literacy skills, choose 3 that I think best helps me gather information according to the
homework task, and then finally utilize the tasks to help find answers.
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Figure 4.18: Final homework assignment that includes a screencast of literacy skill toolbox and
modeling of skill selection.
A week before delivering this assignment, teaching staff was informed we were moving from
comprehensive distance learning to hybrid, so the final argumentative writing assignment to
measure effectiveness was not able to reinforce or assess instruction.

CHAPTER V
CONCLUSION
Introduction and Overview
I set out to answer the following questions: 1) Agentic literacy differentiating practices
using student funds of knowledge and linguistic repertoires 2) Student self-assessment as process
learning and self-efficacy and 3.) Close reading strategies with explicit literacy instruction. As I
conducted a thematic analysis on data I collected during this study, I found that I was consistent
in attempting to build an agentic, voice honoring structure for my lessons so that my students
could develop self-efficacy by integrating linguistic repertoires and student funds of knowledge.
However, I also found that I did not devote enough time to instructing close reading skills as
interdisciplinary and transferable skills which would make a more fluent, successful translingual
classroom environment. In this chapter I will attempt to answer my research questions, offer
recommendations to other writing teachers based on my findings, discuss the limitations of this
study and analyze how this study will affect my future teaching.
How I Can Build Agentic Literacy
My findings suggest I should continue to strive to create a student funds of knowledge,
data-driven classroom environment and use time, choice and explicit literacy instruction to do
so---albeit with more teacher to student conferencing time and with a different line of
questioning to encourage peer-to-peer book conversations rather than peer-to-peer conferencing.
During this study, creating an agentic learning environment acknowledging linguistic repertoires
and utilizing students as ethnographers of their own collective voice and lived language
experiences was a constant driving force in planning and making word clouds, infographics and
other 7th grade cohort data to drive my planning and required a lot of front-end work while
classtime was devoted as much to student discursive ownership as possible. Though some
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students were still sometimes disinterested in their reading identity, it was an opportunity to talk
honestly and openly about reader positionality. Some of the assignments, particularly homework
assignments, did not carry agentic learning and were the fewest completed assignments of the
three months under this study. My findings show that I should provide more opportunities to
connect personally with students about their reading inventories to reinforce that they are in
charge and in control of their learning, that it is mentionable and manageable.
I also am aware that in an attempt to activate and build bridges between home and school
discourses I can make a warm-up activity last all period. Because I value student discursive
storytelling and facilitative collectivist, consensus meaning, some school districts like mine
mandate a certain amount of the curriculum and make it difficult to complete the more literature
based focus because I simply do not think it is worth spending valuable instructional time on
English Language Arts comprehension questions.
How I Can Use Student Self-Assessment for Self-efficacy
In this study, I spent a lot of effort seeking out mentor texts from authors from diverse
backgrounds. I think this was a worthy effort and I found the process of reading widely to seek
out mentor texts from diverse authors was something I found personally enjoyable. This study
suggests to me that not all of the texts that I found are ideal mentor texts. However, I have
continued my journey as a reader of diverse texts and already have new ideas for texts to use as
mentor texts in my future teaching. Now that I understand the concept of using mentor texts, as I
read that is part of my lens for examining texts, so I should over time build up a bank of texts by
diverse authors I am prepared to use in class.
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As I approached selecting mentor texts during this study I was deliberate that the mentor
texts I selected should be very short in length and feature contemporary vocabulary and language
uses. My intent was to select texts that could be interpreted quickly and easily so that students
could focus on studying the craft of the authors and how they can implement those techniques in
their own writing. Once again, my status as a novice teacher hindered me here: I didn’t consider
that texts with complex structures and themes also require ample time to interpret. Through this
study, I have become aware of this blind spot in my evaluation of texts for my classroom.
How I Can Use Close Reading and Explicit Literacy Instruction
Reflecting on the historical perspectives of reading instruction and comprehension, and
the practical application teaching the negotiation to find meaning through process has often, I
find, been just as difficult and messy as the reading process itself. The way we teach reading
lends itself to our values as teachers and not just what we value but also who we value as readers.
For example, it is interesting the original choral reading or elocution and formality only gave
way when scientism demanded we be judged not communally and formulaically, but separately,
internally & formulaically. That standardization gave way to scope, sequence and skills
acquisition (Pearson, 2011, p 16). It was odd to me that sequence skills were “nurtured by the
rapid expansion of commercial basal reading programs and standardized reading tests”
(Pearson,2011, p 18).Though I was surprised originally about the founding blocks of skills
instruction based on the necessity for standardization, I remembered my own teaching context
during this research project during our first few weeks back at school after all year of online
zoom instruction. My principal wanted us to give the students state and district reading tests so
we could place students in reading intervention courses the next year, as it was our first year as a
Title one school. This testing took weeks off of what a lot of teachers (I’d like to add here--not
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me) were already calling a lost year. This added to teachers already giving up on their classes
with two full months left of school. Not wanting to give up because of the idea of “the lost year”
I used six full class days for test skills discussion and transferable skills, metacognitive literacy
instruction specific to the tests. This was a stretch for this agentic and voice honoring practices
idealism, but it was the best I could do.
Though I tried to make it useful from the scraps I was given, inevitably I shaved time off
of serious instructional time I could have had with my kids on choice reading right before
summer and making non-mandated curriculum centered reading instructional choices tailored
for the background knowledge for my students. Not just using literature as transactional, but
positional, critical and agentic. I planned for this. I made time for this. But I wasn’t able to do it.
I wonder what my job should have been? Should I have told them to click through the
standardized test like some teachers did? Or did I authenticate standardized testing by giving it
my purpose and time? I struggle with this. Reading is an opportunity and the things we choose to
value, the people who we choose to listen to as readers and teachers by how we teach is political
and has huge upward social mobility implications. Teaching reading is the most important thing I
do in my classroom and in my life. It’s my academic and moral imperative to do it right.
Recommendations
Reading is opportunity and the provision of the types of opportunities and thinking
offered in many reading programs and teaching applications tend to be based on middle-class
assumptions, world views and standardized curriculum and reading materials. Durto (2010)
finds:
The language of the curriculum itself may be unable or unwilling to hear those [poor
childrens’ ] stories, even when the children attempt to assert their experiences. The issue
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extends beyond pedagogy, to the form and content of the materials through which
pedagogy is enacted and, importantly, to the policies that impose the materials that
regulate their use” (Dutro, 2010, p.261)
I would build on the research here from Dutro and argue that this issue extends beyond the
students as the language and policies of curriculum may be unable or unwilling to hear not just
marginalized students, but also teachers themselves. Requiring curriculum and requiring testing,
though not the issue of study and research here superseded the research, influencing and staining
every instructional decision I made or could make.
I still don’t know. What is my job here? To get through the day and make some purpose
from what is a bad data source? To be “balanced” in my approach? “Balanced approaches may,
in fact, teach readers to read just well enough to pay taxes and become avid consumers, but not
to participate in fully literate, informed citizens in a democratic state” (Serafini, 2009, p. 4). If
that is it, I don’t want the job. My job is to help students with their voice and circumvent
whenever I can and identify when and what data is reliable, valid use of my life purposes’ time
and teaching context.
It is my recommendation that teachers not only actively acknowledge student funds of
knowledge with voice honoring practices, but do so with their own voices as well. I would
submit that using self-assessment such as action research, and closely reading ways you can
circumvent mandates are one of many stepping stones on the way to valuing your students and
your place in helping your community. When all has been said and done in the most intense year
of teacher professional development of all time, I conclude that it does not matter that I taught
through it. That is not what made me a better teacher. What makes a better teacher is to teach
anyway:
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Accept dialects and the “low-brow” as academic anyway.
Make time for choice anyway.
Base your models after what your kids like anyway.
Take too long on a warm-up anyway.
Throw your lesson away when a student needs you for something anyway.
Grade with grace anyway.
Accept that standardization is a part of your job anyway.
And don’t think it won’t matter. The discursive line of a question mark is more exciting than the
point of an exclamation mark anyday. Keep questioning and keep doing your job anyway.

Limitations
There are two general types of limitations to this study: the first is practical limitations
and the second is theoretical limitations.
The practical limitations to this study mostly center around the fact that this study took
place during the COVID-19 Pandemic and Oregon’s move to comprehensive distance learning. I
taught in a fully online classroom environment using approaches to teaching high school that
were never implemented at this scale before the pandemic. Much of the research I found in this
project was based on a paradigm completely different from the one I encountered in the
classroom.
Additionally, the pandemic limited my ability to collect data: getting permission to
collect student data was prohibitively difficult this year because online learning has made
contacting parents especially challenging. Thus, I made the decision that in these circumstances
collecting student data would be prohibitively difficult and focused entirely on sources of data I
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could collect without Institutional Review Board permissions. Given that the majority of the data
was generated by me, is about my teaching and was interpreted by me, this study has an inherent
subjectivity at its core. As I discussed in chapter three, that limitation is not unusual in Action
Research Projects, but it is undoubtedly a limitation of this study.
Related to this is the theoretical limitations of this study: because it is so intimately
focused on my teaching this study is not very generalizable. This study’s singular focus on my
own teaching makes it very useful as a self-improvement tool for myself, but these results likely
are not very generalizable for educators outside of my very specific context. However, as I’ve
noted in previous chapters, this is a common limitation of Action Research Projects and the
study’s utility to improving my own practice shows the project achieved its goal, regardless of
how generalizable the results may be more broadly.
Study Implications for My Future Teaching
I think the balance of work and play in the classroom should always be situated in funds
of knowledge, and in the balance of work and play that not just engages students but acts as an
enduring sense of belonging in academic systems and structures. This confidence of belonging
may eventually be both marginalized and main-stream learners' lifetime protection and shield.
You can teach reading or you can teach reading and belonging as a reader.
Furthermore, avoiding the deficit view is highly crucial to the involvement of
implementing funds of knowledge theory on any practical level. Things only half based in truth
such as “students hate reading” (middle school readers read more than anyone in America and is
the number one growing book market currently) or “He is an oral learner, so he finds it hard to
read” (learning styles was debunked years ago) belie the rampant transmission approach to
reading and I would argue that engagement and reading interest is just as proximal as ELPA
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scoring. Of course students aren’t going to wake up one day and say:”Oh boy, if only I could
read Beowulf one more time.” Students like to read, but endurance and reading domain
textbooks and canonical literature need to be scaffolded just as carefully as standards are.
If we take teachers as ethnographers and understand our role in expanding the linguistic
repertoires of our students, I think we can blast the door wide open on accessibility for emergent
bilinguals and minority L1 students. They already choose which language or which type of
language to utilize between dinner time and at the doctors office, which covers all the ELA
CCSS audience centered standards in one language experience fell swoop. The thing that--when
incorporating or doing these reading or language inventories in class, I have found that just
talking about the data (making a wordle or infographic about student language use from a
peardeck or google form questionnaire) is not enough. I think while I did those things last year
during live instruction, it gave students a sense of community and reading identity, but lacked a
larger purpose. I think I need to find a way to add time to show them the transferable nature of
their linguistic repertoires and I suppose I will have to explicitly teach transferable, voice
honoring pathways in a more utilitarian way. For example, I might ask the students, how can you
use your decoding skills when reading a more rigorous science textbook (famously hard to read
for middle schoolers).
Although this is my favorite thing to incorporate in my instruction, I still need to focus on
ways to make maximum use of it in order for the students to feel not just that their voice is
honored in class but professionally transferable in the larger academic or societal context.
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